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TAMARISK COALITION PRESENTS

RESTORE OUR RIVERS
Investing in Communities and Sustained River Health

RESTORING OUR RIVERS
Rivers are the lifeblood of communities throughout the Southwestern United States. Invasive plants that displace and degrade native
habitat are rapidly deteriorating the health of these rivers and the quality of life in the communities that depend on them. The Tamarisk
Coalition, an important leader and technical resource in riparian restoration, and its partners, are effectively addressing this threat headon by working collaboratively, at a watershed-scale, and over the long-term to tackle invasive plants.
Restore Our Rivers, a campaign to raise $2.42 million and public awareness about the importance of riparian
restoration, will invest in the long-term viability of the Tamarisk Coalition and nine watershed restoration partnerships.
By working at a regional scale across fives states and multiple watersheds, Restore Our Rivers will realize significant cumulative ecological,
social and economic outcomes and will empower these groups to be successful in revitalizing our rivers and communities over the longterm. We invite you to join us in restoring these life-giving systems now and into the future by investing in Restore Our Rivers.

RIVERS IN CRISIS

ECONOMICS OF RESTORATION

Rivers throughout the Southwest are in a state of crisis.

RIVER RECREATION IN THE COLORADO
RIVER BASIN GENERATES A TOTAL OF

Among the greatest stressors are invasive plants such as
tamarisk, Russian olive, knapweed and tree of heaven,
which rapidly displace native plants and degrade river
systems by channelizing river banks, impairing natural river
function, significantly reducing the quality of wildlife habitat
value and forage for pollinators, decreasing biodiversity,
increasing the risk of wildfires, and restricting access to
scenic landscapes.

$1.7 BILLION

IN DIRECT AND INDIRECT ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY EACH YEAR 1

In the Colorado River Basin alone, mapped tamarisk and
Russian olive accounts for a total stand acreage (aerial
extent) of approximately 250,000 and 40,000 acres,
respectively.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service estimates that 80% of
the natural riparian habitat
throughout the U.S. has been
lost or altered in part due to
the presence of invasive plants.
The communities that depend on
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these rivers suffer from a
diminished quality of life and a
threatened economy, due to the impacts these plants have
on agricultural production, ranching, and recreation.
Protecting the quality and integrity of the riparian lands is an
important means for protecting the economic health of
communities throughout the Southwestern U.S.

THE U.S. ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION SECTOR
DIRECTLY EMPLOYS AN ESTIMATED

126,000 WORKERS
and generates

$9.5 BILLION
IN ECONOMIC SALES ANNUALLY 2
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“Nature’s Value in the Colorado River Basin,” Earth Economics, 2015, pg. 53
“Estimating the Size and Impact of the Ecological Restoration Economy,” PlosOne, 2015
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THE SOLUTION: LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS
Working at a grassroots level, local leaders are establishing multi -stakeholder, collaborative
partnerships to address the crisis of invasive plants and other threats to river health at a
watershed or rivers system scale.
Restoration work is inherently long-term and requires ongoing maintenance; therefore investing in
partnerships and their long-term viability is essential to realizing lasting ecological, social and
economic benefits of this work. Restore Our Rivers is taking the model of success provided
by these local, collaborative partnerships and scaling it up to a regional level by bringing
together the Tamarisk Coalition and nine partnerships (listed below).










Desert Rivers Collaborative – Colorado
Dolores River Restoration Partnership – Colorado/Utah
Escalante River Watershed Partnership – Utah
Middle Colorado Watershed Council – Colorado
Save Our Bosque Task Force – New Mexico
Southeast Utah Riparian Partnership — Utah
Purgatoire Watershed Weed Management Collaborative – Colorado
Verde Watershed Restoration Coalition – Arizona
Virgin River Conservation Partnership – Nevada/Arizona

These participating partnerships have a demonstrated record of success in
collaborating, restoring riparian lands and cultivating a culture of
stewardship. By uniting these efforts and taking a regional approach,
Restore Our Rivers will invest in the long-term success of their work, allowing
them to have a greater ecological impact over time.

“If it weren’t for the momentum and shared responsibilities of the
Partnership, the challenge of managing tamarisk would have been
too overwhelming for us to tackle. Our Partnership is removing
tamarisk and replacing it with native vegetation and solid river
management practices, while creating jobs and training youth in
natural resources management through the Conservation Corps - all
in a very rural and otherwise economically-challenged region.”
Nikki Grant-Hoffman, PhD, Ecologist with the Bureau of Land
Management, and Restore Our Rivers partner

RESTORE OUR RIVERS GOALS
The goal of Restore Our Rivers is to improve the health of rivers and the quality of life in surrounding communities.
This will be accomplished by securing $2.42 million that will:

RESTORE OUR RIVERS OUTCOMES



By supporting this work at a large scale,
Restore Our Rivers will facilitate:
The restoration of more than 51,000 acres* of important
riparian lands throughout the Southwest.




The training and employment hundreds of workers,
including young adults and veterans, and local contractors.
Increased opportunities for river recreation (e.g. fishing,
boating, camping), tourism, and agricultural productivity,
which will benefit local economies.

*This number represents the cumulative total acres impacted (to varying degrees)
by invasive plants that will be treated and revegetated over the course of the
entire project, as presented in the restoration plans of the nine partnerships.

Fund and build the capacity of nine watershed partnerships to
ensure they are viable entities, able to carry out and/or finish slated
restoration work and provide for the sustained maintenance and
stewardship of the lands they have restored.
Grow the sustainability of the Tamarisk Coalition, an important
resource for riparian restoration.
Increase public awareness about the importance of riparian
restoration and healthy river systems.

Restoration activities will benefit river infrastructure, fisheries, water quality,
wildlife and native pollinators, and will improve public safety along river
corridors as well as improve scenery and opportunities for recreation.
As these groups continue their work and realize additional successes, there
will be a growing geographic connectivity between them, creating an everbroadening network of resilient rivers with reduced invasive plants and
empowered citizens passionate about maintaining the health of our rivers.

RESTORE OUR RIVERS AND TAMARISK COALITION’S ROLE
Using a proven model that empowers on-the-ground practitioners and
connects them to a regional riparian restoration framework, Tamarisk
Coalition supports partnerships through its leadership, tools and
programs.
In 2015 alone, Tamarisk Coalition provided tailored resources and
assistance to 15 local restoration partnerships, and helped five of them
garner and manage more than $4.5 million for riparian restoration work.
In addition to raising money for these partnerships, Restore
Our Rivers aims to enhance their fundraising tools, expertise,
and access to donors and funders.

Where will the money go?
Funds raised through Restore Our Rivers will support critical restoration
activities that are difficult to finance via traditional (governmental)
funding programs: restoration planning, project coordination, fundraising
and outreach, and project monitoring and maintenance – e.g. follow up
treatments of remaining weed infestations.
To achieve our vision of sustained river health these essential but
underfunded activities must happen in conjunction with on-the-ground
restoration. Campaign support is expected to come from private
foundations, corporations, and individual/family donors.
Funds from the campaign will support these three areas:
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Each partnership will help
raise $155,000 in Restore Our
Rivers funding, while
concurrently securing an
additional $46,000 in local,
non-federal/non-state funding
for project and related work in
2017 and 2018.

Activity

Amount

Percentage

Invest in the viability of nine partnerships

$1,820,000

75%

$350,000

15%

$250,000

10%

$2,420,000

100%

Cover Restore Our Rivers fundraising and
administrative costs
Build up Tamarisk Coalition’s reserves
Total

MEET THE RESTORE OUR RIVERS LEADERSHIP TEAM
Tamarisk Coalition (TC) has assembled a strong team of supporters,
board members and staff to lead Restore Our Rivers:
TC Board of Directors
 Tom Burke, Burke Construction Company, CO
 Miffie Blozvich, Habitat for Humanity, CO
 Susan Byrne, Capitol Impact, CA
 Kelianne Chamberlain, Hoskin Farina and Kampf, CO
 Susan Culp, Next West Consulting, AZ
 Patty Gelatt, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (retired), CO
 Scott Marsh, Kansas Department of Agriculture, KS
 Adrian Oglesby, University of New Mexico's Utton Natural
Resource Center, NM
 Tom Ryan, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, CA
 Jay Wilcox, Xcel Energy, CO

Honorary Chair, Jennifer
Speers, Conservationist,
Moab, UT

Watershed Partnership Liaisons
 Shannon Hatch, TC - Desert Rivers Collaborative
 David Varner, TC - Dolores River Restoration Partnership
 Linda Whitham, The Nature Conservancy - Escalante River Watershed Partnership
 Laurie Rink, Executive Director - Middle Colorado Watershed Council
 Shelly Simmons, TC - Purgatoire Watershed Weed Management Collaborative
 Gina Della Russo, USFWS retired/Restoration Consultant - Save Our Bosque Task Force
 Kara Dohrenwend, Rim to Rim Restoration - Southeastern Utah Riparian Partnership
 Laura Jones, Friends of the Verde River Greenway - Verde River Watershed Coalition
 Deborah Campbell, Deborah Campbell and Associates - Virgin River Conservation Partnership
TC Staff
 Stacy Beaugh, Executive Director
 Rusty Lloyd, Program Director
 Kristen Jespersen, Funding Program Coordinator
 Cara Kukuraitis, Outreach Coordinator

Co-Chair, Sue Bellagamba,
The Nature Conservancy,
Moab, UT, former Tamarisk
Coalition Board President

Co-Chair, Susan Byrne,
Capitol Impact,
Sacramento, CA, Tamarisk
Coalition Board Member

“Through collaboration, we can accomplish our
goal of invasive-free rivers and streams. With
your investment, we stand a good chance of
sustaining this work to protect the future of the
Southwest’s vital rivers.“
James Cagney, Former Northwest Colorado
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
and former Tamarisk Coalition Board Member

INVEST IN A STRONG FUTURE FOR RIVERS
Every river is priceless. Every day is precious, particularly in the ongoing effort to
restore our rivers.
We invite you to join these nine dedicated partnerships and the Tamarisk
Coalition as we work hand-in-hand to save our rivers and communities
from the devastating impacts of unmanaged invasive plants.
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Dolores River below the confluence of the San Miguel River

Take a lead role in Restore Our Rivers by investing in the ongoing success of the
communities that care for the health and resiliency of our rivers.

RESTORE OUR RIVERS
PARTNERSHIPS

“Our rivers ran for millions of years before the dawn of mankind. These waters have been through numerous geological
eras which are evident in the walls of the many canyons that the river weaves and wanders through. The river
represents time, and the ever-flowing nature of it is something that resonates and is encapsulated in ourselves.”
- Trent Mahaffey, City of Glenwood Springs, MCWC Board Member and Treasurer, and Restore Our Rivers partner
Photo by Jacob Frank

P A R T N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
DESERT RIVERS COLLABORATIVE (DRC)

The Desert Rivers Collaborative strives to balance the urban,
agricultural, and recreational uses of the local river systems
while protecting and enhancing environmental health. Much of
the land along the river corridor is in public ownership;
however, there are several private land owners along the river
as well. While many private landowners are interested in
undertaking restoration activities on their land, funding and
resources for these projects remains more limited.
Established in: 2012
Project Area: The Colorado River and its tributaries from the
Mesa/Garfield County line to the Colorado/Utah border, and
the lower Gunnison River and its tributaries from the City of
Delta to its confluence with the Colorado River near downtown
Grand Junction.
Size of Area to be Restored: 5,551 acres/ 121 miles
Size of Area Treated to Date: 1,234 acres
Number of Jobs Created in 2015: 115
Website:
http://tamariskcoalition.org/events/desert-rivers-collaborative

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner:
Dan Omasta, Executive Director, River Restoration Adventures for Tomorrow
What makes this river special to you?
The Colorado River is where I experienced my first multi-day raft trip on the
Ruby/Horsethief stretch, and through Westwater Canyon. That trip opened my
eyes to the unique recreational opportunities that exist on these big desert rivers
and inspired me to protect these natural places.
What keeps you engaged in this effort every day?
Rivers are the lifeblood of the West. They provide limitless opportunities for
recreation, agriculture, wildlife, and personal growth. Protecting these places for
the sake of the ecosystem and future generations is a driving force in my life.
The Gunnison and Colorado rivers share many threats with other Western rivers,
yet they seem to be a unique place to demonstrate the power of collaboration
and action. If we can develop methods to maintain healthy riparian corridors
here, maybe those results can translate to a larger Western effort!

P A R T N E RS H I P S N AP S H O T :
DOLORES RIVER RESTORATION PARTNERSHIP (DRRP)

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Jane Thompson, Rimrockers Historical Society of West Montrose County
What makes the Dolores River special to you?
The Dolores River runs through beautiful Paradox Valley and through the canyon
where it meets up with the San Miguel River. The Confluence of these two rivers is one
of the most beautiful spots in Western Montrose County and is an area of great
historical importance. The Rimrockers take students and adult groups to view both the
overlook of the confluence and down to the confluence. This is a tour that we feel is
important to the education of the history but also the importance of water in our area.
What is a positive impact this work is having on the local
community?
The removal of the tamarisk is making a wonderful impact on the drive along the
Unaweep Tabequache Scenic Byway with the enhanced view of the river. Having lived
most of my life in the West End, there are many parts of the river that I have never
seen that I am really enjoying seeing now. As we promote tourism in our area, this is a
benefit to the travelers of the Byway. Not to mention, that the locals are talking about
the beauty of seeing more of the river.

The remoteness of the Dolores River makes access a key
management challenge. In terms of the ecology,
managers and private landowners face a variety of
hurdles: some soils are characterized by high-salinity
levels and disturbance from historic grazing; many sites
are inundated with several invasive species (e.g. Russian
knapweed) that require several years of intensive
treatment; and the altered flow regime created by
McPhee Dam provides a set of constraints (e.g. where
and how riparian plant species may be planted).
Established in: 2009
Project Area: Dolores River below McPhee Dam in
Colorado to the river’s confluence with the Colorado
River near Moab, Utah.
Proposed Size of Area to be Restored: 1,900 acres/200
miles
Size of Area Treated to Date: 1,430 acres
Number of Jobs Created in 2015: 48
Website: http://ocs.fortlewis.edu/drrp/

P A R T N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
ESCALANTE RIVER WATERSHED PARTNERSHIP (ERWP)
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The Escalante River Watershed
Partnership works to restore
and maintain the natural
ecological conditions of the
Escalante River and its
watershed and involve local
communities in promoting and
implementing sustainable land
and water use practices.

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE

Established in: 2009
Project Area: Entire Escalante
River and its tributaries.
Size of Area to be Restored:
6,982 acres/90 miles
Size of Area Treated to Date:
5,210.6 acres
Number of Jobs Created in
2015: 119
Website:
www.escalanteriverwatershedp
artnership.org

What keeps you engaged in this effort every day?
The work of ERWP has brought over 450 young adults to reside, explore and work in the backcountry to restore
riverside habitat. The impacts on these participants helps to shape their future and the future of our world.

Partner: Mike Wight, Southwest Conservation Corps
What makes this river special to you?
I care about rivers and ecosystems. Our shared restoration effort helps to introduce young adults and
communities to this concept through participation in invasive species treatment and outreach. Conservation
Corps members complete restoration and learn new skills while working together and living in beautiful canyon
country. There are few opportunities in this world to support such multi-faceted effort to improve lives, protect
resources and leave a legacy of a healthy watershed for future generations.

What difference does your work make in terms of quality of life – for people,
animals, plants, water?
For recreationists, the river- free of invasive Russian olive choking the channels- is more accessible for hiking,
boating, fishing. For the community, the enhancement of the resource means a functioning ecosystem replaces
an impaired system. Wildlife will benefit through increased diversity and abundance of native food sources,
habitat and forage. For the Conservation Corps members that complete much of this work, they leave with
new skills, new strength, having succeeded in broad accomplishments, working as a team, experiencing the
outdoors, caring about river systems and restoration.

P A RT N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
MIDDLE COLORADO WATERSHED COUNCIL

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Dan Ben-Horin, AmeriCorps Environmental Steward
What makes the Colorado River special to you?
I have been fortunate enough to experience many personalities of the
Colorado River and its tributaries. I’ve paddled through terrifying rapids in Gore Canyon where
the river plummets through a rocky, narrow gorge, stared down at the headwaters of the Green
River from high on the crest of the Wind River Range, and have sat peacefully overlooking the
majestic San Juan River as it slowly meanders through Goosenecks State Park in Southern Utah.
Throughout all of these faces of the Colorado River, one theme emerges: how intricately linked
this river is with the people and ecosystems of the Southwestern US.
What about these projects are you most proud of?
The Middle Colorado Watershed Council has been the most collaborative project that I have
ever been a part of. All of the group’s projects are initiated through conversations among a
diverse group of passionate individuals dedicated to doing what they feel is best for the
Watershed. It has been inspiring to be surrounded by others willing to give themselves purely to
protect and improve the Colorado River Watershed.

The Middle Colorado Watershed
Council consists of a diverse set of
stakeholders, representing municipal,
industrial, agricultural, recreational,
environmental, land management,
and educational interests, that live
and operate within the middle
Colorado River Watershed.
Established in: 2009
Project Area: Colorado River and all of
its tributaries (excluding the Roaring
Fork River) from the Garfield/Eagle
County line downstream to the Town
of DeBeque.
Size of Area to be Restored: 75 miles
plus key tributaries
Website: www.midcowatershed.org/

P A R T N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
PURGATOIRE WATERSHED WEED MANAGEMENT COLLABORATIVE (PWWMC)

Photo: Purgatoire River/Photo Credit: Shelly Simmons

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Established in: The original partnership,
Tackling Tamarisk on the Purgatoire
(TTP) was established in 2004; it has
now been formalized into the new
Purgatoire Watershed Weed
Management Collaborative as of
January 2016.
Project Area: Purgatoire Watershed
Size of Area to be Restored:
Approximately 30,000 acres
Size of Area Treated to Date:
Approximately 1,700 acres of riparian
areas within the upper watershed
Website: www.tamariskcoalition.org/
programs/tackling-tamarisk-purgatoire

Partner: Matt Moorehead, The Nature Conservancy
What makes this river special to you?
How unexpected it is. The Purgatoire River and the lands it flows through are one of the least known areas of
Colorado. Yet here the wildlife, the scenic splendor, and the history rivals anything in the American
West. And it all occurs within a community where, in many cases, the same families have been quietly caring
for this amazing place for 4, 5 or even 6 generations. The stories of place are the stories of people’s lives.
What is the biggest challenge you’ve faced as a partnership?
Resources. When you’re working in a place without a high profile, particularly a rural community without a lot
of resources to begin with, it can take years to build the case for why other partners and funders should care.
What keeps you engaged in this effort every day?
The dedication of other people and partners to care for the land.
What about this restoration project are you most proud of?
That the partnership behind it has never lost its focus and commitment to solving problems. It would have
been easy to quit years ago, but no one ever did.

P A R T N E RS H I P S N AP S H O T :
SAVE OUR BOSQUE TASK FORCE
Photo: View of Rio Grande in Socorro County/Photo Credit: Gina Della Russo

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Doris Rhodes, Private Landowner
What makes this river special to you?
In 1980, my father bought 629 acres of land that runs along the east side of the Rio
Grande. I am regularly filled with an amazing sense of wonder about the beauty and power of the Rio
Grande and I am reminded of how important the vitality of the Rio Grande is to the future of our
habitat restoration activities on the property and to the environmental sustainability of New Mexico.
What is the biggest challenge you’ve faced as a partnership?
Securing the financial resources to continue and maintain the restoration of the property.
Governmental and nonprofit organizations have assisted with the financial costs of restoration and
maintenance but the property is large and there is so much work that still needs to be done.
Restoration completed so far has created habitat for the southwestern willow flycatcher, the yellowbilled cuckoo, and the Pecos sunflower but resources are needed to preserve the work. Future
restoration that will benefit the endangered Rio Grande Silvery Minnow and winter waterbirds is
planned if the financial resources can be found.
Name one positive impact this work is having on the local community?
The restoration work on the Rhodes property demonstrates to other landowners in Socorro County
what restoration and protection of the land can accomplish. Other land owners in Socorro County have
agreed to participate in clearing and protecting their properties in part because of what has been
shown to be successful on the Rhodes property. The other major impact is the creation of jobs.

"Bosque” is Spanish for "forest." In New
Mexico, it is the name for forested areas
along rivers and streams. The Rio
Grande bosque ecosystem is the river
and bosque surrounding it, along with
all the plants and animals that live there.
The Save Our Bosque Task Force works
to enhance recreation, advance habitat
restoration, and provide environmental
education and community outreach.
Established in: 1994
Project Area: The Rio Grande running
through Socorro County, in central New
Mexico.
Size of Area to be Restored: 45 river
miles/12,000 acres
Website: www.sobtf.org

P A R T N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
SOUTHEAST UTAH RIPARIAN PARTNERSHIP (SURP)

Photo: Purgatoire River/Photo Credit: Shelly Simmons

The Southern Utah Riparian Partnership covers two
counties and more than 23,000 acres of riparian
areas on a variety of rivers and streams. Projects
range from working on large order rivers that run
through lands managed by both the BLM and NPS—
some with a significantly altered hydrologic
regime—to small streams that run through
numerous privately owned lands the towns of Moab
and Castle Valley. The Partnership is successful
because it provides a framework to work across
political boundaries.
Established in: 2006
Project Area: Colorado River Watershed in Grand
and San Juan County (including all tributaries except
the San Juan River)
Size of Area Restored to Date: 4,500 acres
Website: www.tamariskcoalition.org/programs/
southeast-utah-riparian-partnership

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Kara Dohrenwend, Rim to Rim Restoration
What makes the Colorado River special
to you?
The Colorado River is where I found myself. I moved to Moab in my early 20s and time
on the river and its tributaries helped me know this was my place. The river and how it
interacts with the desert around it – at times shaping the desert, and at other times
existing in spite of it – is inspiring and illuminating.
What about this restoration project are you most proud of?
The longevity of the relationships that have been built over years of working together.
We have not always functioned smoothly as a group, but we have worked through
changes in personnel and changes in our local systems and are still working together
after 10 years. Our relationships have evolved over time, and are stronger today than
in the past. It is fascinating watching sites change over time to more balanced
vegetation communities and finding ways to encourage more native plants to establish
along the River and its side drainages through both passive and active means.

P A R T N E RS H I P S N AP S H O T :
VERDE WATERSHED RESTORATION COALITION (VWRC)

Photo: View of Rio Grande in Socorro County/Photo Credit: Gina Della Russo

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Laura Moser, Botanist and Pesticide Use
Coordinator Coconino National Forest, US Forest Service
What makes the Verde River special to you?
In a landscape where water is so sparse the Verde River provides life to the diversity of
plants and animals in our system, and it is also a powerful force of change from carving
canyons to germinating seedlings. The Verde is also special to me because of the number
of good, dedicated people from all walks of life who are willing to work so hard to help
the river, it draws people together.
What difference does your work make in terms of quality of life –
for people, animals, plants, water?
This work has had an incredible impact on the social , economic and environmental
aspects of the river. Not only are we improving water flows, restoring native plants and
wildlife habitats, we are also educating the local public about the ecological and
economic values healthy riparian habitats provide to their communities. We are training
our local youth and veterans to become better river stewards and giving them job skills.

The Verde River is one of the most substantial freeflowing rivers in Arizona; an arid landscape where
scarce surface water and riparian areas provide
critically important resources for both humans and
wildlife.
Although the Verde River corridor supports native
riparian vegetation communities, high-priority
invasive species — particularly tamarisk, Russian
olive, tree of heaven, and giant reed— threaten the
health and sustainability of these communities.
Established in: 2010
Project Area: Verde River from its headwaters at
Sullivan Lake to Sheep’s Bridge and all perennial
tributaries.
Size of Area to be Restored: 8,904 acres
Size of Area Restored to Date: 5,617 acres
Website: www.verdewrc.org/

P A R T N E R S H I P S N AP S H O T :
VIRGIN RIVER CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIP (VRCP)

Photo: Virgin River in Mesquite/Photo Credit:
Elise McAllister

Established in 2002 through a
National Parks Service Rivers,
Trails and Conservation Assistance
program grant, the Virgin River
Conservation Partnership is a
collaboration of governmental
agencies, nonprofit organizations,
funders and individuals working
together to develop and
implement a comprehensive
conservation and management
strategy for the lower Virgin River
ecosystem and its tributaries.
Project Area: The lower Virgin
River from Littlefield, Arizona to
Lake Mead in Southern Nevada
Website: https://
sites.google.com/site/
vrwatershedsymposia/virgin-riverconservation-partnership

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
Partner: Elise McAllister, Partners In Conservation
Name one positive impact the Virgin River restoration project is having on
the local community? I think the one positive impact that stands out is empowerment—the
restoration project (and associated volunteer days) empowers the local community to do something, to
show they care for their river—the Virgin River. They already had a love for the river and the riparian areas
around Mesquite and the residents of Mesquite and Bunkerville already believe in volunteering—so this
project presented opportunities for residents to take care of what they love—and that is very empowering.
What about this restoration project are you most proud of?
I am most proud of the volunteer network we built for this project. The communities of Mesquite and
Bunkerville already had a great volunteer ethic; they already saw that value, realized that service gives back
so much more than just the actual act—so our project was able to tap into that volunteer ethic and, except
for a small amount of monitoring and general maintenance of the restoration area, our volunteers did all
the work… the stewardship and care for a place is only maximized when LOCALS who live there do the
volunteering, do the work. When people that live in the area, volunteer, do the work—the stewardship
and care they have for that place is strong and long-lasting; when you walk by the place where you
removed tamarisk, you remember that work, you remember that place. You remember why—and seeing it
routinely strengthens all those positive feelings.
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In my own (seemingly short) lifetime, I've seen native landscapes bulldozed, cleared,
built upon, overgrazed, and become weed-infested. I know for a fact that there is
significantly less native land in the west than 40 years ago when I began my career as
an ecologist. If the trend continues, what will we have left in my daughter's or
granddaughter's later years? Pavement, cheatgrass, and roaches?
I am motivated to try to stop the downward trend in healthy landscapes.
Marilyn Kastens, Navarro, Contractor to U.S. Department of Energy, and
Restore Our Rivers Partner

Coordinated by the Tamarisk Coalition. For more information or to get involved, contact:
Kristen Jespersen, Tamarisk Coalition Funding Program Coordinator, at Kjespersen@tamariskcoalition.org or call (970) 846-0102.

www.tamariskcoalition.org

